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Things to keep in mind:
1. This is one of the rotations that often gets done in confusing ways. Coaches want to
start their setters close to zero, so they stack the kids in the middle of the court on
serve receive. Stacking them in the middle forces your outside hitter to run 20 feet as
the serve is in the air to be in position to hit, and the savvy server is going to try to hit
her in the head with the ball. Stack them on the left side. Your setter will have plenty
of time to get to zero, and your middle is running in the direction she wants to go to
transition (the outside, on the other hand, has to get where she wants to go, get
stopped, and change direction).
2. Keep in mind that you can move your middle anywhere you want along the front row.
If you are getting burned short middle instead of short right, move her more toward
the middle of the court.
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Things to keep in mind:
1. When M is serving, she is off the court, so the “off” setter in the back row does not
have to worry about overlapping and can start in her base position.
2. This is the most difficult rotation for switches. You can have your middle hit outside
once and your OH hit middle, then switch after the ball goes over, or you can shift your
pattern so that the outside hits right side once and the middle hits middle. Then the
outside has to sprint across the court to her spot.
3. Do not have your outsides and middles switch as the serve is in the air. Pass, set, and
hit the ball over the net, then let them switch while the other team is getting their
three hits.
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Things to keep in mind:
1. This is the easiest of the rotations. Everyone in the front row starts close to where they
need to be.
2. As the ball is served, have the setter step in to her position while watching the pass.
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